Tinfoil Boat Challenge

AT HOME

We, at Little Scientists, had quite a bit of coloured tinfoil left over from the Easter eggs. And lots of very pretty
boats started appearing. The designs varied, some of them floated whilst others didn’t. So we designed a
challenge – build a boat from a piece of 30 cm by 30 cm tinfoil that can carry as many marbles as possible.

Method
Design a boat out of tin foil and place it in your washing up bowl.
Will it float? Will it carry weight? Can you safely float a toy in the
boat? Add marbles slowly one by one. How many marbles will your
boat carry? Can you change the design so your boat will carry
more?

Observations, conclusions, ideas
The design of the boat and the placement of the marbles makes
a massive difference to how much weight the boat will carry.
Letting the children place the marbles and discussing the
marble placement will add to the experience. Discuss the results
and modify your boat design to continue the exploration.

What’s the STEM?
Engineer a well-designed boat, the best at
carrying marbles, or one that you can blow on with a straw to
move across the washing up bowl without sinking. Throw in
some nautical terms, add a pirate flag or discuss how to power
them. Tinfoil boats can offer hours of entertainment!
Be mindful of the resources available to you. Reuse the tinfoil
from Easter eggs or the foil that you peel off spreads to keep
them fresh. Be creative! Talk to the children about your choices.

Equipment list
30cm by 30 cm piece of tinfoil
Spare pieces of foil to practice with
Washing up bowl or similar
Marbles

!

If you don’t have any marbles, you could try
pebbles, shells or even small building blocks.
Just get creative with what you find in your
home and the great outdoors!

Extended learning
Why not set up a ‘ship’ outside. Have a port,
starboard, bow, and stern. Add an area for the
Captain’s cabin, the ships wheel etc. and play a
game of Captain’s coming’.

Captain’s coming game rules
Put some music on to dance. One person is the
first mate.
When that person yells one of the commands
below, everyone needs to action the command.
‘Captain’s coming’- everyone stops and salutes.
‘port, starboard, stern, bow’ – everyone runs to
the front, left, right or back of the ship.
‘Climb the rigging’ – everyone pretends to be
climbing up the rigging.
‘Swab the deck’ – everyone pretends to be scrubbing the deck.
You can find plenty of other suggestion on the
internet or make some up yourselves.

